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Coaster and Paperweights

Invercarron 0.18kg3”160.81R* Inverlochy 0.26kg3.5”160.82R* Glenshiel 0.24kg3.5”160.85R*

Portrait

Dornoch 0.86kg5.5”160.11R Inverness 1.90kg8”160.13RElgin 1.22kg6.5”160.12R

Rock Tablets & Ice Blocks are hand made in
The Highlands of Scotland.  Presented to
(and by) Royalty, Sports Personalities &
Ex-Presidents!  They are suitable for
prestigious occasions - and simple ones too!

*Products also available in bulk. To order in bulk, replace the R with a B in the order code



Monuments

Glencoe 0.76kg5.5”160.91R Culloden 0.96kg7”160.92R Killiecrankie 1.18kg7”161.06R

Flare

Urquhart 0.82kg7”160.88R Eilean Donan 1.40kg9”160.89R Copinsay 0.76kg5.5”161.11R

Small Ball Award

A team of skilled artisans hand make Ice Blocks and Rock Tablets in
The Highlands of Scotland. Clear, jade edged glass, framed by a
rugged edge, epitomises the natural beauty of the hewn rock of The
Highlands - and the process is a carefully guarded secret!

Each piece is supplied in a stylish blue box, branded with the
individual name of the piece. Soft plastic feet protect from scratching
and a Certificate of Authenticity accompanies each piece,
guaranteeing its provenance.

12mm (1/2") thick float glass is first cut to shape on a large cutting
bench. The secret process of fashioning the edges is then applied to
all appropriate sides.

For Ice Blocks, the edges are then ground to form safe and smooth
edges. This process leaves small white areas, which are
complimented by the white look of engraving.

For Rock Tablets, the ground edges are then polished and so, white
areas are returned to clear glass. Tops and bases are optically
cemented together and each piece is quality controlled, prior to
packaging.

Golf ball not included



Portrait

Ben Wyvis 0.86kg5”185.11R Ben Alder 1.22kg6.5”185.12R Ben Avon 1.90kg8”185.13R

Ben Macdui 2.32kg9.5”185.14R Ben Nevis 3.14kg11”185.15R Glen Torridon 1.18kg9”185.07R

Sliced Flare

Wall Plaque

6” x 5” 0.86kg161.31P A4 2.4kg161.32P Benbecula 1.24kg6.7”(w)161.21R

Sliced Flare

Business Card & Pen holder



Strathgarve 1.58kg10”185.23R Strathmore 2.52kg12”185.25R

Flame

Strathbran 0.76kg6”185.20R Strathconon 1.04kg7”185.21R Strathfarrar 1.30kg8.5”185.22R

Carn Bhrain 1.06kg4”185.03R Carn Mor 2.02kg6.5”185.04R Carn Ban 2.52kg7”185.05R

Use the 12mm thickness of
Rock Tablets and Ice Blocks,
Engrave on the Front and Rear,
to create a ‘lively’ engraving!

Imagine the possibilities of
incorporating ‘multi-depth’

sandcarving on the Front and
Rear of these pieces...

Landscape



Loch Loyne 2.26kg9”185.28R Loch Ness 3.18kg11”185.29R

Hexagon

Loch Linnhe 1.04kg5.5”185.26R Loch Kishorn 1.70kg7.5”185.27R

Dunvegan 0.86kg7”185.31R Cawdor 1.26kg8.5”185.32R Dunrobin 1.64kg10”185.33R

Diamond

The prestige of 'Hand Made
in The Highlands of
Scotland', is endorsed by the
Certificate of Authenticity,
accompanying each Rock
Tablet & Ice Block.

Hand rolled and tied with a
tartan ribbon, Rock Tablet
certificates are displayed
with pride alongside the
Award.
Ice Block Certificates are
presented inside the box lid.

Soft plastic feet are a
thoughtful addition to the
product and save scratching.

Certificate of Authenticity

®

Rock Tablets

Your Rock Tablet was made entirely by hand at

Dingwall, the Ancient Capital of the beautiful

Scottish Highlands.

Using a secret technique, the craftsmen created

a unique ‘running scallop’ along each edge of the

raw glass.

All edges and scallops were first ground, then

highly polished to a rich sheen.

Then, using modern adhesives, the top and base

were optically cemented together, creating a unique

Rock Tablet - No other will ever be the same!

Epitomising the surroundings of their Birthplace,

Rock Tablets mirror the rugged mountains and wild,

rough terrain of the Highlands.

Combined with specialist engraving, your Rock

Tablet is a Presentation piece to be proud of.

Care for your Rock Tablet by regularly hand washing

in warm, soapy water - and its glistening scallops

will enchant you for years to come.



Triangle

Sutherland 1.56kg7.5”185.38R

Caledonian Clock 2.02kg8”185.41R Orkney 1.1kg5”185.50R

Executive

Rock Tablets - Made to your size and
specification.

Provide a sketch, along with approximate
dimensions of your idea/s.  Drawings and
costs will follow, usually within a week. The
pieces are cut from 12mm thick glass, by
hand, so not all shapes are possible, for
example, a circle.  There's also a limit to the
size; no bigger than 17" (43cm) in any
direction.

After you approve the drawing and cost,
allow approximately 10 working days for
production and engraving.  It should be
possible to provide a box with your order,
providing your design suits a standard size.
This will be confirmed at the time of quoting.

Below shows the result of a request for Rock
Tablets, made to resemble the Pitons in St.
Lucia. Hand Made, in Scotland..!!

Gold blocked boxes
are a superior
presentation
accessory, enhancing
the perceived value
of the award.

Engraving, thoughtfully
prepared, can utilise all
three 'engraving areas' –

front and rear of the
upright creates a '3D'
effect. The base is also
suitable for a message.



Packaging Supplies:

Satin Lined Boxes Die Cut (DC) Boxes Tubes

Trade Engraving and Pad Printing Services:

Up to 4 Colour Pad Printing Sandblast Engraving Service
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